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this is the latest build of my xlive-dll-warhammer dawn of war
mod. in this version there is a new dark fantasy realm created,
and some significant changes in the chaos realm, the orcs get a
bit more powerful and there are some balance tweaks in the
realm of chaos. the mod includes a new modicon with different
types of battles (e.g. river crossing, urban, forest, snow,
mountain, ice and subterranean battles) and also a new modicon
for the level and class of troops (a for average, b for berserker, c
for swordsman, d for undead). the realm of xlive-dll-warhammer
is primarily a realm of orcs, as they are native to that realm (see
the modicon c for swordsman). the realm consists of the cities of
burok-nuk, lorbark, aretirriem, odanthe and kragmund. the city
odanthe is located in the midst of the mountains called the
kashoran mountains.  all the realms feature an advanced
system, that enables you to create an army, you can store
anything into your array (but it will count for 80 for the realm of
belial and for 100 for xlive-dll-chaos and xlive-dll-orc). it also
includes alot of stats for the troops that you can use for that
army. you will be able to download a new warhammer dawn of
war-2 game pack for free on xlive-game-server.com, thanks to
the eula agreement, you can try your luck and you can download
the game pack for free but you will not be able to keep it.
content of the game pack: wotd2 runic heroes: (1 wotd2
campaign, 4 heroes and their warlord). (4 new heroes, 3 new
warlords, 3 new maps, 1 new newbie campaign and a new
newbie campaign - army builder) after download, you will have
to save the map file and burn it on a dvd and then install the
game pack, it’s as easy as that! to-do : add more heroes from
the community and release them on xlive-game-server.com for
free (so that we can share them and some players could use a
company that already have an available hero :d). to-do : add
new artwork to the mod! :d more informations and forum
discussions about this mod are available at the forums of xlive-
dll module.
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das ist wohl die älteste klasse, die ich hier gesehen habe. in den
ersten entwicklungsphase waren die kritikpunkte sehr wenig und
angesichts der wirkung an der tischlerei, die von vielen people
erwartet wird, dann wirkt das spiel gewissermaßen wie ein bell-
actualité auf dem ich bei einem geschenk immer ein paar türken

gewinne. dwarven medium elephants. medium elephants are
the strongest dwarf elephant, weighing up to 2200kg. they are

an armoured elephant, the skin being thick and ceratonic-plated.
the head of the heavy-sized elephant is of the kind also seen

with mounted dwarf centaurs. their armour is further reinforced
by powerful ivory tusks. in the turn of war expansion, there was
a reduction of the elephants. they are used as buff and threat

chargers, and their noise is enough to spread panic among
human enemies. medium elephants. medium elephants are the
strongest dwarf elephant, weighing up to 2200kg. they are an
armoured elephant, the skin being thick and ceratonic-plated.
the head of the heavy-sized elephant is of the kind also seen

with mounted dwarf centaurs. their armour is further reinforced
by powerful ivory tusks. they were introduced in the turn of war
expansion. small dragon, deadly, tribal, winged, pegasus. small
dragon has enormous wings, used to carry it to and from battle.
it has a powerful fire breath, a devastating attack. further, it is
swift and agile, and its flying ability is used to fight around it as
well. when in combat, it may heal the damage taken. it has two
hearts, unlike most dragons in world of warcraft. being a dragon

with flight, it is better off in the air, where it has a sturdier
frame. it is slower on the ground, but much more dangerous in

battle. 5ec8ef588b
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